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A cache is a small, fast buffer in which a system keeps those parts of the contents of a larger, slower memory that are likely to be used soon. The purpose of a cache is to improve system cost performance by providing the capacity of the large, slow memory with an average access time close to that of the small, fast cache. This is possible only if most memory references can be serviced rapidly by the cache without the intervention of the slower memory.

Usually caches are successful due to temporal and spatial locality, two properties of most real reference streams. Temporal locality means future references are likely to be made to the same locations as recent references, while spatial locality suggests that future references are also likely to be made to locations near recent references. Caches take advantage of temporal locality by retaining recently referenced information, while they exploit spatial locality by loading and retaining blocks of information surrounding recent references.

A CPU cache is a cache of main memory.¹ Like caches in general, CPU caches are faster and smaller than the memory they buffer. They are usually five to 20 times faster and 50 to 1,000 times smaller than main memory. Because CPU caches must be extremely fast, they are managed entirely by hardware, and for this reason, CPU-cache access and management policies must be relatively simple.

CPU caches have been studied extensively² because they have proven effective at increasing system performance, lowering system cost, or both. CPU caches continue to be worth studying because their importance to system cost-performance is increasing and technological improvements are altering their characteristics. (Since this article examines only CPU caches, the term cache is often used instead of CPU cache.)

The important cache design parameter examined here is associativity, which is also called degree of associativity or set size. The associativity of a cache is the number of block frames in which a given block may reside. Reducing associativity allows fewer block frames to be searched on a reference, a potential implementation advantage. However, this further constrains which blocks can be simultaneously resident, a potential performance disadvantage.

The terms fully-associative, set-associative, and direct-mapped express the relationship between a cache’s associativity and capacity. A cache of c block frames is called fully associative if a block can reside in any block frame (associativity c), n-way set-associative if a block can reside only in one of n block frames where 1 < n < c (associativity n), and direct-mapped if a block can reside in only one block frame (associativity 1). Figure 1 illustrates set-associative mapping.

It is worthwhile studying associativity because technological trends toward large, fast static RAMs are facilitating larger cache sizes and architectural trends toward reduced instruction set computers (RISCs) are requiring faster hit times. The trend toward larger caches is illustrated by the VAX 11 family. The recently introduced VAX 8800 uses a 64-Kbyte direct-mapped cache, while older VAX 11 implementations like the VAX 11/780 and VAX 11/785 use set-associative caches of 8 and 16 Kbytes.

RISCs accentuate the need for caches
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Selected CPU-cache terminology

Basic CPU-cache terms used throughout this article are defined below. Some of these terms are also illustrated in Figure 1.

cache A small, fast memory that holds active parts of a larger, slower memory. The capacity of a cache is the cache size. (Synonym: buffer)

memory A larger, slower memory that provides data not found in the cache. (Synonyms: main memory, primary storage)

reference A request by the processor to read or write a memory location. (Synonyms: request, access, processor reference, memory reference)

hit, miss References found in the cache are said to hit; those not found, to miss.

miss ratio A cache performance metric giving the probability that a reference misses.

effective access time A cache performance metric giving the average time required to service a reference. (Synonym: average access time)

block frame A location in the cache that holds cached data, an associated address tag and state bits. The address tag gives the main memory address of data held in the block frame. The state bits indicate whether data is valid and can indicate whether data is dirty (must be written to main memory on replacement) or its status in a multiprocessor cache coherency protocol. The capacity of a block frame is the block size. (Synonym: block, line)

block Data from memory that fills a block frame. (Synonym: line)

placement algorithm The method used to determine where a block may reside in a cache; often selects the set of a reference. (Synonyms: placement policy, cache organization)

set A collection of block frames in which a block can reside. (Synonym: congruence class)

associativity The number of block frames in each set. (Synonyms: set size, degree of associativity)

n-way set-associative A placement algorithm that divides a cache’s block frames into more than one set of n block frames each (associativity n), where n is greater than one.

direct-mapped A placement algorithm with single block sets (associativity one). (Synonym: one-way set-associative)

fully-associative A placement algorithm with one set (associativity c where c is the number of block frames in a cache).

replacement algorithm The method used to determine which block to replace when a new block is loaded. With set-associative placement, only blocks that reside in the set of the new block are considered for replacement. (Synonym: replacement policy)

LRU A commonly used replacement algorithm that replaces the least recently used block, that is, the one least recently referenced.

with fast hit times by having simple pipelines that facilitate shorter cycle times, and by referencing memory so frequently (once per cycle) that CPU cycle times are often determined by cache hit times. Commercial RISC processors have been introduced by AMD, Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Intel, MIPS, Motorola, Sun, and others.

This article will show that trends toward larger cache sizes and faster hit times favor direct-mapped caches. The arguments in the main body of this article are restricted to single-level caches in uniprocessors. A single-level cache services processor references and obtains data for misses directly from main memory. Most past and present computers use single-level caches, as will many future computers. I expect some future computers, however, to use two-level (or more) cache hierarchies, where a level-one cache services processor references and obtains data for misses from a level-two cache, which in turn services level-one cache misses and obtains data for its misses from memory. Later in the article, I discuss how my arguments regarding single-level caches extend to two-level cache hierarchies.

I restrict my arguments to uniprocessors for two reasons. First, uniprocessors are and will continue to be important, especially for computers less costly than mainframes, such as engineering workstations. Second, a thorough analysis of caches in multiprocessors requires coverage of many degrees of freedom, which would dilute the thrust of this article. These include interconnection topology, whether control is single-instruction-multiple-data or multiple-instruction-multiple-data, synchronization and cache coherency mechanisms, and number of processors (hence granularity of sharing). I will, however, discuss how and when these arguments for caches in uniprocessors apply to caches in multiprocessors.

Performance metrics

To examine cache performance, I use miss ratio and an extended model of effective access time.

Miss ratio. Miss ratio is the most commonly-used cache performance metric. The miss ratio for a cache C is

\[
m(C) = \frac{\text{No. of misses with cache } C}{\text{No. of processor references}}
\]

I use m(C), rather than m, to emphasize that the miss ratio is a function of a cache organization. "C" represents all attributes of cache C.

Miss ratio is used because it is easy to define, interpret, and compute, and perhaps most important, because it is implementation independent. This independence facilitates cache performance comparisons between caches not yet implemented and those implemented with different technologies and in different kinds of systems. Unfortunately, some comparisons of dissimilar caches can lead to misleading results. A miss ratio comparison, for example, between the Cray-I instruction buffers and the Motorola 68020 on-chip instruction cache is meaningless because the technologies and workloads have little in common.

Since miss-ratio comparisons contrast the number of hits, they can also be misleading if the penalty for a miss varies. For instance, increasing cache block size often reduces the number of misses and hence the miss ratio, but it often also increases the number of cycles needed to load a
Figure 1. Set-associative mapping. A set-associative cache uses a set-mapping function $f$ to partition all main-memory blocks into equivalence classes. Some cache block frames are assigned to hold recently referenced blocks from each class. Each group of block frames is called a set. The number of groups, called the number of sets ($s$), equals the number of classes. The number of block frames in each set is called the associativity (degree of associativity, set size, $n$). The number of block frames in the cache ($c$) always equals the associativity times the number of sets ($c = n \times s$). A cache is fully-associative if it contains only one set ($n = c$, $s = 1$), is direct-mapped if each set contains only one block frame ($n = 1$, $s = c$), and is $n$-way set-associative otherwise (where $n$ is the associativity, $s = c/n$).

On a reference to block $x$, set-mapping function $f$ feeds the set decoder with $f(x)$ to select one set (one row); each block frame is searched until $x$ is found (a cache hit) or the set is exhausted (a cache miss). On a cache miss, one block in set $f(x)$ is replaced with the block $x$ obtained from memory. Finally, the word requested from block $x$ is returned to the processor. For conceptual simplicity, the figure shows the word selected last (in box labeled “Compare block number with tags and select data word”). To reduce the number of bits that must be read, many implementations select the word while selecting the set.

The most commonly used set-mapping function is the block number modulo the number of sets, where the number of sets is a power of two. This function is called bit selection since it equals several low-order bits of the block number. For 256 sets, for example, $f(x) = x \mod 256$ or $f(x) = x \AND 0xff$, where mod is remainder and AND is bitwise-and.

Effective access time. Another commonly used cache performance metric is effective access time, $t_{\text{eff}}(C)$ (average access time). Effective access time is the average latency, as seen by the processor, required by the memory system to service a memory reference. In this article, I model it as

$$t_{\text{eff}}(C) = t_{\text{cache}}(C) + m(C) \cdot t_{\text{memory}}(C)$$

where $m(C)$, $t_{\text{cache}}(C)$, and $t_{\text{memory}}(C)$ are the miss ratio, cache hit time, and average miss penalty (delay beyond a cache access to access memory) for cache $C$. Strictly speaking, cache hit time should be called cache access time, since this delay occurs on all accesses, not just hits. I choose not to use cache access time, because it is too easily confused with effective access time.

Using effective access time rather than miss ratio allows caches with different hit and miss times to be more accurately compared. One can, for example, determine whether increasing cache block size improves performance as well as miss ratio. The disadvantage, however, is that implementation details must be examined and assumptions must be made for the values of $t_{\text{cache}}(C)$ and $t_{\text{memory}}(C)$. Performance estimates with any implementation assumptions are less general, and those with incorrect assumptions are misleading.

Unlike many other cache memory analyses, my analysis does not assume that $t_{\text{cache}}(C)$ is the same for all caches studied. The disadvantage of including changes in $t_{\text{cache}}(C)$ is that more implementation-dependent parameters must be estimated, further limiting the generality of results. However, variability in cache hit time must be considered, since ignoring it can lead to incorrect conclusions when comparing
large caches of varying associativities. On the other hand, like many other cache memory analyses, mine assumes that cache changes do not affect the average miss penalty, \( l_{\text{memory}}(C) \). This assumption simplifies analysis, but it can bias results for multiprocessors where delays due to contention or updating memory are large and variable.

This article does not evaluate caches with system performance metrics like benchmark execution time or effective number of processors, since these metrics require many system-dependent assumptions that limit their usefulness to comparing similar alternative caches within the context of an existing system. Furthermore, system metrics rarely produce conclusions that generalize to cache designs in other systems, because of the difficulty of isolating cache effects from other system effects.

**Implementing caches**

This section examines the implementation of direct-mapped and set-associative caches. I concentrate on direct-mapped cache hit (access) logic and set-associativity logic, because the delay through this logic determines cache hit time and directly affects effective access time. Set-associativity logic is the additional logic required by a set-associative cache over a direct-mapped cache. For this discussion, I assume a generic memory system with a single four-gigabyte address space of aligned four-byte words addressed with 32-bit byte addresses. I also assume address translation is done in a way that does not affect the cache hit time.

**Direct-mapped cache.** A direct-mapped cache is simpler to build than a set-associative cache because the cache location of a referenced word is a function of the address of a reference only and the replacement algorithm is trivial. The address of a reference to a direct-mapped cache using bit selection is divided into several fields. From least-significant to most-significant, they are (1) two bits that are ignored, assuming a byte address and aligned word references; (2) \( b = \log_{2}(\text{number of words per block frame}) \) bits of the block offset; (3) \( i = \log_{2}(\text{number of block frames}) \) bits of the index; and (4) \( t = 32 - i - b - 2 \) bits of the address tag.

Direct-mapped access logic, illustrated in Figure 2, has three components: data memory, tag memory, and match logic. Data memory holds all the cached data and instructions. Its size is, by definition, the cache size. Conceptually, it can be organized as if it were one word wide and accessed with an address formed by concatenating the index (\( i \) bits) and block (\( b \) bits).
Figure 3. A set-associative cache. Cache access (hit) logic for an n-way set-associative cache of c blocks consists of n banks and the logic to combine bank results. Each bank can be thought of as a direct-mapped cache of c/n blocks and can be implemented using the logic in the dashed box of Figure 2.

bits) fields of the address. If it is implemented as a wider memory, some or all of the bits in the block field will be used to select a word after the data memory access. A block-wide data memory is often preferred when unaligned memory references are permitted.

The second component, the tag memory, which holds the state bits (s bits) and address tag (t bits) associated with a cached block, has one entry per block frame and is addressed by the index field. The state bits for a block, usually one or two bits, indicate the block’s status regarding memory update or in a cache coherency protocol. Cache hit logic is only concerned with whether a block is valid.

The last component, the match-logic, produces a single bit indicating whether the referenced block is present. This bit is asserted only if the tag read from the tag memory is equal to the tag field of the address and the state read from the tag memory is valid.

A direct-mapped cache lookup requires two parallel actions. One action, called read-data, consists of accessing the data memory and passing the word read to DataOut. The second action, called match-found, requires two steps: first, accessing the tag memory to read the state and address tag for a block frame; second, asserting MatchOut if the state is valid and the tag matches the reference’s tag.

Thus, a direct-mapped cache lookup is simpler than a set-associative lookup (described below) because actions read-data and match-found can proceed independently. In set-associative caches, the results of match-found influence the data selected.

Set-associative cache. An n-way set-associative cache (n = 2, 4, 8, or 16), is a commonly used cache organization. An n-way set-associative cache allows any one of the n blocks in a reference’s set to be replaced on a miss. While this flexibility usually yields lower miss ratios, it requires checking n blocks on each reference.

To keep a set-associative cache hit time similar to that of a direct-mapped cache, each of the n tags in a set must be read and compared to the tag of the reference in parallel. This associative lookup and comparison adds significant cost, as measured in chip count and board area.

Figure 3 shows the basic structure of an n-way set-associative cache. Each bank has the same structure as an n-times-smaller direct-mapped cache (see Figure 2). Thus, the index field for each bank requires i = log₂ (number of block frames/n) bits, making the tag field, t, log₂(n) bits larger than for a direct-mapped cache of the same size. In addition, some
logic, called the set-associativity logic, is needed to select the result from one of the n banks.

On a reference, the address is passed to all the direct-mapped banks. In parallel, each bank selects a block, sends 32 bits of data to Data[i], and computes Match[i], which is asserted on valid tag matches. The set of a reference consists of the n blocks selected by the n banks.

After the n direct-mapped banks compute Match[i]'s and Data[i]'s, the set-associativity logic, shown in the dashed box in Figure 2, produces a single MatchOut signal and DataOut word. MatchOut, asserted on a cache hit, is the logical OR of the n Match[i] signals. DataOut, the data to be returned, must be driven to the Data[i] for the bank that matched and can be any value if none matched.

One way to implement set-associativity logic is illustrated in Figure 3. Here, MatchOut is computed with a single n-input OR gate and DataOut with a 32-bit-wide n-to-1 multiplexer. The multiplexer Select input is driven with the number of the bank that matched and can be any value if none matched. Select can be computed with an n-bit encoder or with a single level of log2(n) n/2-input OR gates.

Alternate ways of computing MatchOut and DataOut are illustrated in Figure 4. MatchOut is computed by wire-ORing all Match[i]'s together, as is possible using open collector (oc) gates in TTL or any ECL gates. This approach requires computing two copies of each Match[i] so that the wire-ORing does not affect which data is selected. This duplication does not cause additional delay if the final AND-gate in the bank match logic (not shown) is duplicated.

The alternative implementation for DataOut uses tri-state buffers. Here, each Data[i] is connected to the input of a tri-state buffer, whose enable is controlled by Match[i]. All n tri-state buffer outputs are connected together and to DataOut. At most, one tri-state buffer is enabled since, at most, one bank can match. If no banks match, DataOut is undefined.

The distinction between the logic within the n banks and the set-associativity logic is not as clear in many implementations as
Figure 5. Timing paths in a set-associative cache. The three timing paths in the cache hit logic for an $n$-way set-associative cache are (1) match-found, which signals a cache hit or miss (Address to Match[i] to MatchOut); (2) select-data, which selects the data word that corresponds to the tag that matched (Address to Match[i] to Select to DataOut); and (3) read-data, which provides the data on a cache hit (Address to Data[i] to DataOut). Path select-data is not needed in a direct-mapped cache.

it is in Figures 3 and 4. For example, the $n$ comparators and the encoding logic can be combined into a single $n$-way comparator that directly controls the multiplexer. Nevertheless, a set-associative cache always requires more circuitry than a direct-mapped cache.

The delay through a set-associative cache is determined by one of three timing paths, illustrated in Figure 5:

(1) match-found, which signals a cache hit or miss;

(2) select-data, which selects the data word that corresponds to the tag that matched; and

(3) read-data, which provides data on a cache hit.

A direct-mapped cache has timing paths read-data and match-found, but it does not have path select-data since the location of cached data in a direct-mapped cache does not depend on which comparator matched.

Arguments against direct-mapped caches

The arguments against direct-mapped caches are that they (1) have worse miss ratios than set-associative caches of the same size, (2) have terrible worst-case behavior, and (3) preclude doing address translation in parallel with the first part of the cache lookup. In the following section, I show that as single-level caches in uniprocessors get larger, the effects of the first two arguments are diminished and the third argument becomes moot.

Larger miss ratios. It is well-known that direct-mapped caches have larger miss ratios than set-associative caches.\(^1\)\(^4\)\(^6\)\(^8\) Consider the likelihood of prematurely replacing an active block (one that is being referenced) when multiple active blocks map to the same set. A direct-mapped cache allows only one of the multiple active blocks to reside in the cache at any time, while an $n$-way set-associative cache allows $n$ blocks to be cached.

Data from simulation and measurement show, however, that the size of the miss
Figure 6. Miss ratio differences for unified caches. This figure shows the changes in miss ratio, $\Delta m$, that result when associativity is reduced from two-way to direct-mapped for unified (data and instructions cached together) caches with 16-byte (a) or 32-byte (b) blocks. The data show that miss ratio differences diminish as caches get larger. In comparing 16-byte and 32-byte miss ratios, ignore the dashed lines since this data comes from different traces. The set-associative caches use LRU replacement. (Sources: The miss ratio data in both figures (solid lines) is derived from Tables 2 and 3 in Alexander, and Table 3-4 in Hill. Additional data (dashed lines) for 16-byte blocks (a) comes from Figures 5.10a and 5.10b in Agarwal. Additional data (dashed lines) for 32-byte blocks (b) comes from Figures 10-13 in Smith.)

A trend in the data shown in Figure 6, not heretofore emphasized, is that the miss ratio differences diminish as the caches get larger. For 8-Kbyte unified (data and instructions cached together) caches with 32-byte blocks, for example, the data show that reducing associativity from two-way to direct-mapped causes an absolute miss ratio change of about 0.013, while at 32 Kbytes the change is 0.005. Miss ratio differences for further associativity increases (from two-way to four-way, from four-way to eight-way), not shown, are much smaller and diminish further as the caches get larger.

Miss ratio differences diminish as caches get larger for two reasons. First, the active blocks are less likely to map to the same set in larger caches, since larger caches have more sets. For fixed associativity and block size, the number of sets is proportional to cache size. Second, the miss ratios of all cache organizations get smaller with increasing cache size, diminishing potential miss-ratio differences.

The data from many sources conclusively show that the miss ratio difference between a direct-mapped cache and a set-associative cache of the same size diminishes as cache size increases. Consequently, the disadvantage to direct-mapped caches becomes less important for larger caches.

**Terrible worst-case behavior.** Another argument against direct-mapped caches is that their worst-case behavior, when multiple blocks collide in a set, is terrible. While this is true, one must ask whether an analysis of worst-case behavior should include how likely this behavior is. If not, then I submit that the worst-case behavior of direct-mapped caches is no worse than that of set-associative caches. If too many blocks map to a given set, both organizations will “thrash.” That fewer active blocks can cause direct-mapped caches to thrash does not change the severity of the worst-case behavior, only its likelihood, which we just chose to ignore.

On the other hand, if one wishes to
include the probability that worst-case behavior occurs in one's analysis, then one must observe that (1) worst-case behavior does not occur very often, as is indicated by the small differences in average miss ratios, and (2) it occurs less often in larger caches, as is indicated by the diminishing average-miss-ratio differences.

In summary, the worst-case behavior of all caches, including large caches, is bad, but while worst-case behavior is more likely in large direct-mapped caches than in large set-associative caches, it is still unlikely.

Parallel address translation difficult. Almost all high-end computers in the last two decades used paged virtual memory and organized their caches with physical addresses. In these systems, address translation (the translation of virtual addresses to physical addresses) occurs logically before the cache is accessed. For some of these cache configurations, however, it is possible to do the address translation in parallel with part of the cache access. An important disadvantage of reasonably sized direct-mapped caches is that this technique, called parallel address translation, is impractical, since straightforward implementations require that a cache’s size not exceed its associativity times the page size. The IBM 3033, for example, uses parallel address translation and has a 16-way set-associative, 64-Kbyte, physically-tagged cache and 4-Kbyte pages. A 4-Kbyte direct-mapped cache, on the other hand, would not be adequate.

As caches get larger, parallel address translation will become impractical in architectures with fixed page sizes. Eventually the increased hit time and implementation costs of wider associativity will overwhelm the benefits of parallel address translation. Designers will be forced to choose between doing address translation before or after the cache lookup. Address translation is done before the cache lookup on all DEC VAX-11 implementations, for example, since reasonable cache sizes are much larger than the VAX-11’s 512-byte page size. Doing address translation after the cache lookup implies that caches are organized with virtual addresses and address translation is necessary only on cache misses. Some researchers argue that the advantage of this approach, namely, a faster hit time, will justify the additional complexity required to implement a cache organized with virtual addresses.

In either case, if address translation is not done in parallel with the cache lookup, it will no longer affect whether a cache should be direct-mapped or set-associative.

Arguments for direct-mapped caches

The arguments for direct-mapped caches are (1) they can be implemented at less cost than set-associative caches, (2) their cache hit (access) times are smaller than those of comparable set-associative caches, and (3) they have smaller effective (average) access times than set-associative caches for sufficiently large cache sizes. Below, I support the above arguments for single-level caches in uniprocessors and show why I expect the direct-mapped organization to become commonly used.

Lower cost. A direct-mapped cache never costs more than a set-associative cache because there is a way to convert from a set-associative to a direct-mapped design at no cost. (The cost of a cache can be measured in many dimensions, such as number of chips, chip area, power-consumption, dollars, and design time.) An n-way set-associative cache, like the one shown in Figure 3, can be converted to one that is direct-mapped simply by changing the replacement algorithm. On a cache miss, an n-way set-associative cache selects a victim, or block to be replaced, using some algorithm, perhaps LRU or random. A direct-mapped cache is created if the victim is selected with the lower log₂n bits of the address tag of the new reference. Since this replacement algorithm requires less hardware than the original replacement algorithm, a direct-mapped cache will cost less than one that is set-associative.

In practice, direct-mapped caches cost significantly less, since less parallelism is required if parallel address translation is not done. An n-way set-associative cache must read n tags in parallel and compare each of them with the high-order bits of the reference’s address. A direct-mapped cache need only read and compare one tag. Thus, direct-mapped caches need fewer comparators, require fewer connections, and can use fewer, larger (deeper) memory chips. Similarly, the data memory (and connections to it) in an n-way set-associative cache must be n times as wide as that for a direct-mapped cache, enabling the direct-mapped cache to use fewer, larger memory chips.

Faster hit time. The hit (access) time of a direct-mapped cache is less than or equal to that of a comparable set-associative cache. It is at most equal, because the transformation described above creates a direct-mapped cache with exactly the same hit time as a set-associative cache.

In practice, the hit time of a direct-mapped cache is less than that of a comparable set-associative cache because the critical timing path can be made shorter (unless the set-associative cache was small enough to allow parallel address translation). The delay paths, displayed in Figure 5, are match-found, select-data, and read-data.

The hit time of a direct-mapped cache can be less than that of a set-associative cache, because the select-data path can be eliminated in a direct-mapped cache. Instead of letting the results of tag comparisons determine the data returned to the CPU, the data can be selected with several bits from a reference’s address. These bits can directly control a multiplexer or be decoded to control tri-state buffers. In either case, this timing path is so much faster than the others that it is effectively eliminated. Figure 7 illustrates this improvement.

An important effect of eliminating the select-data timing path is that the match-found and read-data paths are now independent. This makes it possible for a direct-mapped cache to return the correct data and for the CPU to resume execution even before the system knows whether a hit will occur, so long as the CPU can back out of execution begun with incorrect data. This optimistic use of cache data is being used in a research machine at DEC WRL, where it enables the cache hit time and the machine cycle time to be reduced by approximately one-third. Optimistic use of cache data is possible in a set-associative cache if one always returns the most-recently-used (MRU) block in the selected set. I found, however, that the performance of a simple direct-mapped cache is similar to that of a more complex MRU cache.

It is also possible to improve the read-data path, since it is no longer necessary to read from n data blocks in parallel. Instead only one block need be read. This flexibility allows designers to organize data memory chips differently and to use larger, deeper chips. It is possible, for example, to completely eliminate the multiplexer or tri-state buffers previously used to select data from different blocks.

Finally, improvement in the match-found path is also possible, since it is no longer necessary to read and compare n
Figure 7. Converting to a direct-mapped cache. An \( n \)-way set-associative cache can be converted to a direct-mapped cache by changing the replacement algorithm to replace the block in bank \( r \), where \( r \) is the reference’s tag modulo \( n \). Since this function can be done with bit selection (at trivial cost) and off the critical path for a cache hit, the resulting direct-mapped cache has the same cost and hit time as the original set-associative cache. Thus, moving to a direct-mapped cache never increases and, as explained in the text, can decrease cost and hit time.

The difference is about 10 percent for board-level TTL and ECL caches and much smaller for custom CMOS caches. I do not regard the difference between the TTL and ECL times as significant, since both numbers are sensitive to the propagation delays through a few parts. Since custom CMOS assumptions are radically different from those for MSI, comparing CMOS results with TTL or ECL results is subject to more error. However, one may expect the penalty for adding a multiplexer to be larger in MSI, where it adds logic delay and two chip crossings, than on a custom chip, where it adds just the logic delay.

In summary, the hit time of a direct-mapped cache will be less than that of a comparable set-associative cache, since block selection can be done before the tag comparison completes, and the tag and data memories do not need to read information from \( n \) blocks in parallel.

Superior effective access times. A direct-mapped cache has a smaller effective (average) access time than that of a set-associative cache of the same size if (1) the direct-mapped cache has a smaller hit time and (2) both caches are sufficiently large that the miss ratio difference between them is small.

Recall that effective access time, \( t_{\text{eff}}(C) \), is the average latency, as seen by the processor, required by the memory sys-
Figure 8. Change in effective access time. This figure shows the change in effective access time ($\Delta_{\text{eff}} = \Delta_{\text{cache}} + \Delta m * t_{\text{memory}}$) that results when moving from a cache with a relatively fast hit time and a relatively large miss ratio (e.g., a direct-mapped cache) to another cache with a slower hit time but smaller miss ratio (a set-associative cache). The graphs assume 10-cycle (a) and 20-cycle (b) miss penalties, where a cycle is defined to be equal to the hit time of the faster cache. The x-axis displays values of $\Delta_{\text{cache}}$, the hit time difference. An x value of 20 percent implies that the slower cache's hit time is 1.2 cycles, 1.2 times the hit time of the faster cache. The y-axis gives values of $\Delta_{\text{eff}}$, the change in effective access time. A y value of $0.10$ implies that the effective access time improves by 0.10 cycles. Since most effective access times are slightly larger than 1 cycle, an absolute improvement of 0.10 cycles translates into slightly less than a 10 percent relative improvement. The various lines show miss ratio changes, $\Delta m$, from $-0.05$ up to $0.0$. All $\Delta m$'s are nonpositive, since we assume the second cache has a smaller miss ratio.

Points on the y-axis represent the effective access time change that results when $\Delta_{\text{cache}}$ is zero or ignored. Here, all points are below the x-axis, since the latter cache, with the smaller miss ratio, always has a better effective access time ($\Delta_{\text{eff}} < 0$).

If $\Delta_{\text{cache}} > 0$, the benefit of the lower miss ratio is diminished. For all points above the x-axis, the drawback of the slower hit time exceeds the benefit of the lower miss ratio, making the former cache preferred ($\Delta_{\text{eff}} > 0$).

to service a memory reference. I model it as

$$t_{\text{eff}}(C) = t_{\text{cache}}(C) + m(C) * t_{\text{memory}}(C)$$

where $m(C)$, $t_{\text{cache}}(C)$, and $t_{\text{memory}}(C)$ are the miss ratio, hit time (cache access time), and average miss penalty (delay beyond a cache access to access memory) for cache $C$.

If two caches have the same miss penalty, the change in effective access time moving from a cache $C_1$ to a cache $C_2$ is

$$\Delta_{\text{eff}} = \Delta_{\text{cache}} + \Delta m * t_{\text{memory}}$$

where

$$\Delta_{\text{eff}} = t_{\text{eff}}(C_2) - t_{\text{eff}}(C_1),$$

$$\Delta_{\text{cache}} = t_{\text{cache}}(C_2) - t_{\text{cache}}(C_1),$$

$$\Delta m = m(C_2) - m(C_1),$$

$$t_{\text{memory}} = t_{\text{memory}}(C_1) = t_{\text{memory}}(C_2).$$

If cache $C_1$ is direct-mapped and cache $C_2$ set-associative, then $\Delta_{\text{cache}} \geq 0$ and $\Delta m * t_{\text{memory}} \leq 0$, since set-associative caches typically have a slower hit time and smaller miss ratio than direct-mapped caches of the same size. Figure 8 illustrates $\Delta_{\text{eff}} = \Delta_{\text{cache}} + \Delta m * t_{\text{memory}}$ for hypothetical direct-mapped and set-associative caches. It shows that $\Delta_{\text{eff}}$ can be either positive or negative. If, on the other hand, implementation considerations are ignored, then

$$\Delta_{\text{eff}} = 0 + \Delta m * t_{\text{memory}} \leq 0$$

which implies increasing associativity always improves effective access time ($\Delta_{\text{eff}}$ is negative). Thus, the effect of including implementation considerations is to diminish or reverse the miss ratio benefit of increasing associativity.

To see whether implementation considerations matter in practice, typical values must be determined for $t_{\text{memory}}$. December 1988
\[ \Delta m \times D_{\text{cache}} \quad \text{Reasonable values for} \quad D_{\text{cache}} \text{are 10 or 20 cycles, where a cycle is equal to the hit time of the faster cache.}
\]

Smaller values are possible, especially in systems where cache misses are serviced by larger level-two caches instead of main memory. Larger values are possible in a system where the mismatch between the technologies used to implement the cache and memory is larger than normal.

Typical values for \( \Delta m \), the absolute difference in miss ratio, can be derived from trace-driven simulation. Figure 9 shows miss ratio differences between some direct-mapped and two-way set-associative caches with 32-byte blocks. The data show that \( \Delta m \)'s generally get smaller as cache size is increased, and that the absolute values of the \( \Delta m \)'s are small for larger caches. All \( \Delta m \)'s for caches larger than 16 Kbytes, for example, are less than 0.01.

Figure 10 shows effective access time changes with actual miss-ratio differences for unified caches from Figure 9. Lines are labeled with cache sizes and positioned according to the miss ratio difference for that cache size. Figures 11 and 12 show similar results for instruction and data caches. These figures illustrate three points:

1. Moving from a direct-mapped to a two-way set-associative cache has little potential for improving effective access time as caches get larger. At 64 Kbytes (see lines labeled 64K) and with 10-cycle misses, the maximum improvement possible is 5.2, 3.6, and 4.5 percent for unified, instruction, and data caches. With 20-cycle misses, the maximum possible improvement is twice as large.

2. Moving from a direct-mapped to a two-way set-associative cache can cause a worse effective access time if cache hit time increases by even a small amount. The improvement is offset if the cache hit time increase is equal to the maximum improvement possible from the smaller miss ratio (for example, 5.2, 3.6, and 4.5 percent for unified, instruction, and data caches of 64 Kbytes, having 10-cycle miss penalties).

3. Moving from a direct-mapped to a two-way set-associative cache offers less to instruction caches than it does to unified or data caches. The potential benefit from increasing associativity in instruction caches with a 10-cycle miss time is less than 6.4 percent for sizes as small as 2 Kbytes. The actual benefit will be less if the miss penalty is less than 10 cycles or increasing associativity impacts cache hit time.

Furthermore, increasing block size or increasing associativity beyond two-way does not hurt the case for large direct-mapped caches.

Increasing block size in large caches to 64 bytes improves the performance of direct-mapped caches relative to set-associative ones by decreasing all miss ratios and miss ratio differences. Further increases will exhibit similar behavior until the number of blocks in the cache becomes limited. Miss ratio improvements resulting from increasing associativity beyond two-way are much smaller than the improvements between direct-mapped and two-way set-associativity, implying that further increases in associativity will not improve effective access time unless they have a negligible impact on cache hit time.

The final parameter value that must be determined to know whether direct-mapped or set-associative caches are faster is \( D_{\text{cache}} \). This parameter is difficult to determine, because it is implementation dependent and very sensitive to the delay through a few parts.

As discussed previously, I examined board-level caches (TTL and ECL) where \( D_{\text{cache}} \) was around 10 percent. The effect of a 10 percent slowdown can be studied in Figures 10–12 by only considering design points on a vertical line at \( D_{\text{cache}} = 10 \) percent. For the 10-cycle miss penalty, \( D_{\text{cache}} = 10 \) percent implies that direct-mapped caches have better effective access times than two-way set-associative caches for caches equal to and larger than 16, 8, and 16 Kbytes for unified, instruction, and data caches. For the 20-cycle miss penalty, the corresponding sizes are 64, 16, and 64 Kbytes.

The exact cache size at which the effective access time of a direct-mapped cache becomes better than that of a two-way set-associative cache is sensitive to many assumptions. Nevertheless, that it does cross over is inevitable, given that miss ratio differences diminish as caches get larger and that set-associative caches have
slower hit times.
At cache sizes less than the cross-over size, a direct-mapped cache may still be preferred to one that is set-associative, since a direct-mapped cache may cost less and its effective access time may not be much worse. Even for 20-cycle miss penalties, as Figures 10-12 show, the effective access time of a two-way set-associative cache is never more than five percent better than that of the corresponding direct-mapped cache at cache sizes of 32 Kbytes and larger.

Other trends

Up to this point, I have concentrated on single-level caches in uniprocessors. Here I discuss future trends toward caches in hierarchies and multiprocessors. I examine why these trends may occur and discuss how and whether my arguments for single-level caches in uniprocessors apply to these new situations.

Toward caches in hierarchies. In two-level cache hierarchies, a level-one cache services processor references, but it obtains data for misses from a level-two cache instead of memory. A level-two cache services only level-one cache misses and obtains data for its misses from memory.

Two-level cache hierarchies, heretofore rarely used, may become more common in future systems for three reasons. First, implementation considerations can force a partition. Some recently introduced microprocessors, for example, devote some of their limited on-chip area to caches, but they require larger caches to avoid frequent accesses to relatively slow main memory. Since the on-chip caches cannot be made larger, a second on-board cache is required. Second, a detailed computation of effective access time shows that two-level cache hierarchies can offer superior performance to a single-level cache as processors speed up relative to main memories. Third, there may be functional and performance benefits to specializing caches at different levels in a multiprocessor. In a multiprocessor, a level-one cache can be optimized to minimize effective access time, while the level-two cache is designed to reduce cost or...
Figure 11. Effective access-time differences in instruction caches. This figure shows the effective access-time change ($\Delta t_{\text{hit}}$) of moving from a direct-mapped instruction cache to a two-way set-associative instruction cache with miss penalties of either 10 cycles (a) or 20 cycles (b). Other assumptions match those of Figure 10. Because miss-ratio differences ($\Delta m$'s) are smaller, the benefit of associativity is smaller for instruction caches than it is for unified or data caches.

interconnection traffic. Similar reasons are expressed by Short and Levy.

The utility of direct-mapped caches in two-level cache hierarchies is, as yet, undetermined. Level-one caches will be direct mapped if technological constraints permit large enough cache sizes that the hit time advantage of direct-mapped caches (due in part to allowing data to be returned before the tag comparison is complete) is more important than the miss ratio disadvantage. Direct-mapped caches can be preferred for cache sizes as small as 16 Kbytes if misses are serviced by a level-two cache in 10 cycles or less. Level-two caches, on the other hand, are more likely to be set-associative, since level-two cache hit times are less critical and a lower miss ratio can improve multiprocessor performance. The only argument for direct-mapped level-two caches is that straightforward implementations of large set-associative caches will be expensive, requiring multiple-word-wide banks of memory chips.

Toward caches in multiprocessors. To provide a rate of growth of computing power that exceeds the rate of technological improvement, many manufacturers, particularly of high-end computers, are turning toward multiprocessors. To facilitate ease of programming, some multiprocessors provide shared-memory and use caches.

Caches in multiprocessors may be designed differently than those in uniprocessors, since multiprocessor caches may be more concerned with minimizing memory and interconnect contention than with minimizing effective access time. Here, the relative miss ratio difference ($\Delta m / m$) is more important than the absolute miss ratio difference ($\Delta m$). I found relative miss ratio differences are constant across wide changes in miss ratio and cache size. For example, decreasing associativity from two-way to direct-mapped in unified caches causes a relative miss ratio increase of about 30 percent even for large caches. Relative miss ratio differences are most important in single-bus shared-memory cache-coherent multiprocessors, where bus bandwidth can easily limit system throughput. In multiprocessors based on long-latency high-bandwidth interconnection networks, however, cache design should proceed as in a uniprocessor with slow main memory. Nevertheless, both cases make set-associativity caches more attractive, but not necessarily better.

If multiprocessors use two-level cache hierarchies, the above arguments apply to level-two caches. I would expect most level-one caches, on the other hand, to be designed like level-one caches in a uniprocessor, making direct-mapped caches likely. This expectation may be incorrect if the misses for many level-one caches are serviced by a single level-two cache and contention between level-one caches is significant.

Direct-mapped caches will be common in uniprocessors as single-level or level-one caches and in
(a) 10-cycle cache miss time ($t_{memory}$)  
(b) 20-cycle cache miss time ($t_{memory}$)

Figure 12. Effective access-time differences in data caches. This figure displays effective access-time changes that result from moving from a direct-mapped data cache to a two-way set-associative data cache with miss penalties of either 10 cycles (a) or 20 cycles (b). Other assumptions match those of Figure 10. The benefit of associativity in data caches is similar to that for unified caches.

 multiprocessors as level-one caches. Direct-mapped caches are preferred when they are sufficiently large that hit time benefits are more significant than miss ratio drawbacks. This can occur in single-level caches of 64 Kbytes and larger (16 Kbytes for instruction caches) and can occur at 16 Kbytes and larger for level-one caches whose misses are serviced more rapidly by level-two caches.

The arguments against direct-mapped caches, with respect to set-associative caches, are that they (1) have worse miss ratios, (2) have more common worst-case behavior, and (3) preclude parallel address translation. I have shown that the significance of the first two points becomes questionable for large caches where absolute miss ratio differences are small, and that the third is not a disadvantage for large direct-mapped caches, since large set-associative caches also preclude parallel address translation.

The arguments for direct-mapped caches are that they (1) cost less, (2) have faster hit (access) times, and (3) can have superior effective (average) access times. I have shown that the strength of these arguments is not diminished by increasing cache size, and the third point is more likely to be true for large cache sizes.

An alternate way of stating this result is:
- set-associative caches reduce the time spent on cache misses;
- direct-mapped caches reduce the time spent on cache hits, especially if a CPU can use data before a hit or miss is determined;
- set-associative caches are preferred in small caches where misses are common;
- direct-mapped caches are preferred in large caches where misses are rare; and
- many future caches will be sufficiently large and therefore direct-mapped.

These arguments may not apply to single-level or level-two caches in multiprocessors, where minimizing contention or very long miss penalties may favor set-associative caches over direct-mapped caches.
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